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INDIVIDUAL DOSIMETRY IN HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
FIELDS

FrantiSek Spumy
Oddileni dozimetrie zafeni, Ustavjadernejyziky A V CR, Na Truhldfce 39/64,

18086 Praha8

Individual dosimetry in high energy radiation fields is of interest at high energy
particle accelerators, in cosmic rays radiation fields at altitudes above ~ 8 km and,
perhaps, also in connection with proposed accelerator driven transmutation technologies

Generally two basic methods are used to determine dosimetric characteristics in a
radiation field:

The first one is based in the first step on the determination of the absorbed dose,
independently on the type or energy of particle transferring the energy. For radiation
protection the second step is needed in which full LET spectrum of energy transfer
processes is determined and dose equivalent and/or the effective dose are calculated.

The second method is based on the separate determination of the radiation protection
quantities for each component of radiation field studied, total dose equivalent is
obtained as a sum of individual particle contributions.

Typical example of the first method in mixed radiation fields of usual energies
represents for field monitoring the use of tissue equivalent proportional counters
(TEPC) based on microdosimetry principles [2]. For the second method is for same
fields typical the use of a compensated GM counter for photon component, resp. a
moderated ,,remmeter" for neutrons.

As far as individual dosimetry is concerned the situation is not ideal neither for
lower energy (5 20 MeV) mixed radiation fields, particularly for the individual neutron
dosimetry [3].

The situation is still more complex in the case of individual dosimetry for high
energy (> 20 MeV) radiation fields. These fields are typical by large diversity in the
particle types, their energies and, also, with very complex and large spectra of linear
energy transfer (LET). At the same time, there is not yet any adequate individual
dosimeter based on the first method mentioned above.

The energy transfer processes are different from low energy region in many
aspects:
• particle transport is controlled by a cascade processes (hadron, or electromagnetic);
• the identity of primary particles is during these processes modified;
• the ranges of particles are high, even greater than the human body;
• the importance of nuclear interaction to particle's transport and their energy transfer

is much higher.
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We have tried to verify the usefulness of some existing individual dosemeters in
some high energy fields: in the on Earth's reference fields at CERN, Geneve [12], and
at the JINR at Dubna [13], and on aircraft board.

The reading of different type of individual dosemeters (see Table 1) were directly
compared with reference data obtained generally with a TEPC instrument. The readings
of tested dosemeters were expressed by means of Hp(10) of the reference radiation, i.e.
60Co photons for low LET component of a high energy field, resp. AmBe neutrons for
high LET component.

The results obtained expressed relatively to the TEPC data are presented in the
Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1: Individual dosemeters tested in high energy radiation fields

Dosemeter
Photographic film PS1 [4]
Al-P TL glass [51
7LiF in albedo dosemeter PGP DIN [4]
Electronic, Si-based, CAFP-JINR, Dubna [6]
Electronic, Si-based, DMC-France [6]
Electronic, GM-based, D222-Czech Rep. [6]
Nuclear emulsion NTA [4]
6LiF in albedo dosemeter PGP DIN [4]
Track etch detector (TED) - PADC (CR39) [7]
TED in contact with fissile radiators [5]
Bubble detectors, BDND (100) [81
Superheated drop detectors (100) [91
Superheated drop detectors (6000) [9]

Component of radiation

low LET

high LET
(neutrons)

Table 2: Relative responses of individual dosemeters to low LET component in some
high energy radiation fields

Dosemeter

Photographic film
Al-P TL glass
7LiF in albedo
Electronic (Si-CAFP)
Electronic (Si-DMC90)
Electronic (GM-D222)

Relative response at
JINR hard

-
1.2±0.2

-
0.6±0.1
0.5±0.1

-

CERN top concrete
0.810.1
1.2±0.2
1.5±0.2
0.9±0.1
0.8±0.1
1.6±0.2

board aircraft
-

0.9±0.2
-

0.7±0.1
-

1.010.1

As far as the high LET component detectors are concerned, the situation is less
favourable. Albedo as well as TED (PADC) are relatively low sensitive, nuclear
emulsions and TED with fissile radiators overestimate the exposure level.
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Table 3: Relative responses of individual dosemeters to high LET component in some
high energy radiation fields

Dosemeter

Nuclear emulsions
6LiF in albedo
TED-PADC
TED with fissile rad.
BDND (100)
SDD (100)
SDD (6000)

Relative response at
JINRhard

-
-

0.37±0.05
3.5±0.5
0.7±0.1

-
-

CERN top concrete
3.7+0.9

0.10±0.02
0.35+0.06
2.9+0.5
0.610.1
0.6±0.1
1.1+0.2

board aircraft
-
-
-
-

0.5+0.1
0.6±0.1
1.0±0.2

One can see there that the relative responses of low LET component dosemeters
are generally close to 1.0, the underestimation observed for electronic dosemeters in
JINR - hard field can be attributed to the saturation due to very fin beam structure and
corresponding very high instantaneous dose rates.

The usefulness of an individual dosemeter depends not only on its relative
response but also on its absolute sensitivity, i.e. the threshold value in dose equivalent
which can be established with sufficient statistical reliability. These threshold values are
presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Threshold values of Hp(10) for individual dosemeters tested

Low LET component

Dosemeter

photographic film

Al-P TL glass
Electronic Si-CAFP
Electronic Si-DMC

Electronic GM-D222

Threshold p.Sv

Reference
radiation

60

10
0.1
10
10

High LET component

Dosemeter

nuclear
emulsion

TED-PADC
TED-fission
BDND (100)
SDD (100)
SDD (6000)

Threshold, (xSv

reference
radiation

200

100
300
10
10
30

high energy
radiation

60

300
100
20
20
30

To discuss them it should be reminded that the detection threshold of an
individual dosemeter should be, taking into account ICRP 60 recommendations, about
80 (iSv for 1 month period of using [10]. From that point of view, all low LET
component individual dosemeters tested fulfil this requirement. As far as high LET
component (neutron) individual dosemeters are concerned, their effective thresholds for
high energy radiation (i.e. corrected for relative response) are favourable for both types
of bubble detectors and nuclear emulsions, still acceptable for TED's in contact with
fissile radiators.
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To conclude it should be emphasided that also some practical aspects have to be
taken into account to choose an individual dosemeter for the use in a high energy
radiation field. For example:
• there are some problems with the routine use of bubble detectors due to the

sensitivity to temperature and mechanical shocks;
• the large scale distribution of fissile radiators could arise some problems;
• nuclear emulsions can be used only when necessary, rather complicated, laboratory

equipment and procedures are available;
• last but not least, the cost should be also taken into account.

Finally, it should be emphasised that all individual dosemeters tested are based on
the second method as defined in the introduction, inevitably more complicated to
interprete in an unknown radiation field. There is therefore stil a great challenge to solve
the most of still existing problems: to develop for large scale use an individual
dosemeter based on the principle of microdosimetric tissue equivalent proportional
counter [11].
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